LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
WHY ATWELL?

BUILDING BEYOND THE BRICKS

•

Innovative and creative landscape architecture enhances
the appeal and marketability of commercial and residential
development. Atwell’s landscape architects employ an interactive
approach to landscape architecture through a four-step
design process – visualization, customization, integration and
implementation.
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Local expertise,
national reach
Industry knowledge
Dedicated experts and teams
Full-service resources
Aggressive, passionate
professionals
Nimble, flexible structure

CAPABILITIES
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•
•
•
•

Site Analysis
Natural Features Analysis
& Site Planning
Tree Survey/Condition
Assessments
Design Idea Generation/
Conceptual Plant
Massing Plans
Preliminary & Final
Landscape Designs
Landscape Maintenance
Planning
Specification Standards
Ordinance Compliance
Calculations
Hardscape Design & Detailing
Streetscape Design
Recreation Facilities Planning
& Design
Irrigation Design
Sustainable/Low-Impact
Design
Presentation Graphics
& Renderings

This process is essential to developing strong designs that address
socio-behavioral, environmental and aesthetic preferences
and provide an attractive, functional, sustainable product. Our
professionals capture your vision in their designs by combining
concept drawings, sketches, images, and materials in a
collaborative environment.

SOLUTIONS THAT SURPASS
Industrial Portfolio Landscape Architecture Program
A national industrial developer hired Atwell to produce
appropriate landscape architecture plans in conjunction with the
construction of eight industrial flex facilities in northeastern Ohio.
Featuring a mix of office and warehouse environments, the team
designed complementary, functional plans for each location.
Services included conceptual and final planting design for
the building foundation and entrance areas; irrigation design;
hardscape designs, including signage and wayfinding elements;
and construction management services.

Therapeutic Design for Dementia Patients
Atwell designed a therapeutic garden for an assisted living facility.
Located in the midwestern United States, the facility serves
a diversity of patients, including those suffering from various
forms of dementia. The garden was designed in two sections to
accommodate the unique needs of dementia patients who, for
example, tend to walk in circles.
The design created multiple sensory experiences through sound,
smell, feel and color, and provided an environment where residents
can plant flowers, herbs and vegetables. The garden showcases a
variety of perennials and grasses, with plant material selected to
provide four seasons of interest at the facility.
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